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Abstract - In this paper we give essentially complete results concerning 
various algebraic and topological aspects of feedback stabilization. In 
particular, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a given transfer 
function matrix to have a right-coprime or a left-coprime factorization, and 
exhibit a large class of transfer function matrices that have both. We give 
the most general set of feedback stability criteria available to date, and 
derive a characterization of all compensators that stabilize a given plant. 
We give a definition of "proper" and "strictly proper" in an abstract 
setting and show that 1) every strictly proper plant can be stabilized by a 
proper compensator, and 2) every compensator that stabilizes a strictly 
proper plant must be proper. We then define a topology for unstable plants 
and compensators, and show that it is the weakest topology in which 
feedback stabili ty is a robust property. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I N THIS PAPER we study various algebraic and topo
logical aspects of feedback stabilization. We develop 

general results in answer to the following types of ques
tions. Given an unstable plant, can one find a feedback 
compensator to stabilize it? Can one characterize all feed
back compensators that stabilize a given plat:lt, stable or 
unstable? If the plant is known to be strictly proper, can 
one achieve stabilization using a proper compensator? What 
sort of uncertainty can be tolerated in the plant model and 
in the implementation of the compensator? What is meant 
by an unstable system being "close" to another? 

Our starting point is the observation that in a wide 
variety of applications the set of all single-input-single
output (SISO) stable linear systems forms a ring X; that is, 
parallel and cascade connections of stable linear systems 
are again stable linear systems. Moreover, in many cases 
(e.g., convolution operators) the ring X is commutative and 
is an integral domain (i.e., X has no divisors of zero). I One 
can study multiinput-multioutput (MIMO) stable linear 
systems by viewing them as matrices over the ring X. The 
class of SISO unstable systems considered in this paper are 
the elements of the quotient field qJ of X. Note that if 
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I See Jacobson [1] for definitions of terminology from ring theory. 

g E qJ, then gd E X for some nonzero dE X. Hence, the 
SISO unstable systems considered here are those that can 
be stabilized by the cascade connection of some nontrivial 
stable system. We treat the MIMO case by considering 
matrices over qJ. 

The advantage of using such a setup is that it embraces, 
within a single framework, continuous-time as well as 
discrete-time systems, lumped as well as distributed sys
tems, I-D as well as n-D systems, etc. As a result, when we 
study problems such as feedback stabilization, we are able 
to focus on the key aspects of the problem under study, 
rather than be distracted by the special features of a 
particular class of linear systems. In spite of the fact that 
we use terminology from ring theory in the statement and 
the proofs of the results given here, we do not use any deep 
results from ring theory. The background needed to follow 
the paper is all contained in [1, ch. II-IV]. In particular, 
the reader would need to know what a ring is, and what is 
meant by ideal, principal ideal, and prime ideal in a ring. 

There are three types of problems considered in this 
paper. First, a central idea in studying feedback stability is 
that of expressing an unstable transfer function g as a ratio 
of two stable transfer functions n 1 d in such a way that n 
and d are coprime [2], [3]. In this connection an important 
question is the following. Given a transfer function g = 
nl l d l where n l and d 1 are not necessarily coprime;' when is 
it possible to find a coprime pair (n, d) such that n 1 d = 
nl l d l? In the practically important case where g is -a 
rational function of s, this is always possible [4], [5]; 
however, in the study of linear distributed systems where g 
may be an irrational function of s, this is not always 
possible (see Example 2.43). In Section II of this paper we 
present several results that show just when it is possible to 
find a coprime factorization of a given ratio ni l d 1 (or 
NID'l1 in the MIMO case). These results contain some 
earlier work in [6], [7] as special cases. 

We then consider the problem of designing a feedback 
compensator that stabilizes a given plant. This problem can 
be split into two parts: I) finding necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a feedback system to be stable, and char
acterizing the collection of all compensators that stabilize a 
given plant, and 2) determining whether or not a given 
plant can be stabilized (Le., whether or not the " set of 
stabilizing compensators" is nonempty), and determining 
whether a "strictly proper" plant can be stabilized by a 
"proper" compensator. These problems are discussed in 
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Section III. Specifically, we derive the most general set of 
necessary and sufficient conditions for feedback stability 
available to date, and we give a complete characterization 
of all compensators that stabilize a given plant. These 
results extend those in [8] by removing several technical 
assumptions, and can be thought of as an abstract version 
of [9]. Next, we give a definition of a "proper" and 
"strictly proper" element in an abstract ring-theoretic set
ting and prove two important results: 1) every strictly 
proper plant can be stabilized by a proper compensator, 
and 2) every compensator that stabilizes a strictly proper 
plant must be proper. These results not only generalize 
those of [10], [11], but are also proved in a considerably 
simpler manner than the special cases in [10], [11]. 

The final issue studied in this paper is that of defining a 
suitable topology in which feedback stability is robust. 
This is of fundanlental importance since a controller de
signed, for a nominal plant must accommodate uncertainty 
about the nominal plant model and in the controller imple
mentation. In other words, the feedback system must con
tinue to be stable for all plants in some neighborhood of 
the nominal plant and for all controllers in some neighbor
hood of the nominal controller. Topologizing the plants 
and controllers means defining these neighborhoods. In 
Section IV we define a topology for unstable plants and 
show that it is the weakest topology in which closed-loop 
stability is a robust property. The principle that emerges 
from this section is that in order to design a controller for a 
plant that can also accommodate plant uncertainty, we 
must know approximately the stable coprime factors of the 
plant. 

Throughout the paper we use script letters to denote sets 
and Roman letters to denote elements of sets. Also, sym
bols with a "~,, denote quantities pertaining to left
coprime factorizations, whereas quantities pertaining to 
right-coprime factorizations do not have the tilde. 

II. COPRIME FACTORIZATIONS 

A. Basic Concepts 

Throughout this section we let2 

:JC = a commutative ring with identity and no zero 
divisors, 

~ = set of multiplicative units of:JC = {xE:JC: x has a 
multiplicative inverse in :JC}, 

'!f = quotient field of :JC = {a / b: a E:JC, bE:JC \O} . 
Since many engineering systems are multiinput-multi

output, we introduce the set :JC nXm, which is the set of 
n X m matrices whose elements all belong to :JC. Similarly, 
'!fn Xm denotes the set of n X m matrices whose elements all 
belong to '!f. It is easy to see that both :JCn Xn and '!fn Xn are 
rings under the usual definitions of addition and multipli
cation, and are noncommutative if n;;;;' 2. We can also 
speak of the determinant of an element of :JCn Xn and '!fnXn, 

2See [I, p. 49] for a definition of these terms. 
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defined in the usual way. It is easy to see that every 
element F of '!fn Xm can be written as ND- t, where NE 
:JC nXm, DE:JCmxm'and detD*O; we refer to such a pair 
(N, D) as a right fractional representation of F. Similarly, 
every FE '!fn Xm can also be written as D-)N, where DE 
:JC nXn, NE:JC nXm and detD*O; such a pair (15, N) is 
referred to as a left fractional representation of F. 3 

Note that the set of m-tuples:JC m is a module [27, p. 134] 
over the ring:JC. Thus, in the present setup :JCn Xm is the set 
of "stable transfer matrices" that map the input module 
:JCm into the output module :JC n. '!fnXm plays the role of all 
possible transfer matrices, both stable as well as unstable. 

We say that two matrices NE :JC nxm, DE :JC/Xm are 
right-coprime if there exist matrices PE :JC mXn, QE :JCm XI 
such that 

PN+QD=lm 

where 1m denotes the identity matrix of dimension m. Note 
that the present definition of coprimeness implies not only 
that every common right divisor of N and D is a unit in 
:JC mxm, but also that every common right divisor of Nand 
D is contained in the ideal generated by N and D. If:JC is a 
Bezout domain (i.e., if every finitely generated ideal in :JC is 
principal), then the first condition can be shown to imply 
the second (see, e.g., [28]). 

Suppose FE '!fn Xm; then (N, D) is a right-coprime fac
torization (ref) of F if 1) det D * 0 and F= ND-t, and 2) 
N and D are right coprime. Left coprimeness and left 
coprime factorizations (lcfs) are defined analogously. 

It is well known [8, p. 401, Property 2] that if (N, D) is 
an ref of FE '!fn Xm, then so is (NU, DU) where UE :JCm Xm 
is a unimodular matrix (i.e., det UE ~ ).4 Moreover, if 
(N), D) is another ref of F, there exists a unimodular 
matrix VE :JCm Xm such that N) = NV, D) = DV. Thus, an 
ref of an element in '!fnXm is unique to within a right 
associate if an ref exists. In the case of lumped linear 
systems, for example, the existence of coprime factoriza
tions is not a problem because :JC is a principal ideal 
domain in such applications. However, in the study of 
distributed systems, multidimensional systems, etc., the 
existence of coprime factorizations is not automatic. As a 
matter of fact, in both these applications not every element 
of '!fhas a coprime factorization, as demonstrated in ExaJ,Il
pIes 2.1 and 2.2. To pave the way for these examples, We 
present a lemma and two corollaries, the proofs of which 
can be found in [28]. 

Lemma 2.1: Suppose FE'!fn x m, and let (N,D) be any 
right fractional representation of F. Then F has an ref if / 
and only if the left ideal in :JCm Xm generated by N and D is 
a left principal ideal. 

~ In [8] Deso~r et al. introduce the concept of a "fractioJ?-al repr7,se~
tauon" and denve several useful results. One of the assumpllons made 10 
[8] is that every "right fra<;:tion:' ND- 1 also has a "left frac'tional 
representation" of the fonn D-1N. In the current setup we start with a 
commutative " scalar ring" :JC and build up the matrix rings :JCn Xm and 
§'nxm; as a result, this assumption is automatically satisfied.in the current 
setting. 

4Recall that ~ is the set of multiplicative units of :JC. 
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Corollary 2.1: Suppose IE Cff, and 1= n / d where n E :JC 
and dE:JC \0. Then I has a coprime factorization5 if and 
only if the ideal in :JC generated by n and d is principal. 

Corollary 2.2: Every IE Cff has a coprime factorization if 
and only if :JC is a Bezout domain. 

B. Examples 

In this section we discuss three rings that are commonly 
encountered in stability theory, and show that they are not 
Bezout domains, so that not every element in the quotient 
field associated with these rings has a coprime factoriza
tion. 

Example 2.1: In the case of discrete-time systems it is 
well known [15] that a linear time-invariant system i~ BIBO 
stable if and only if its impulse response is absolutely 
summable. Hence, a natural choice for :JC is II' the set of all 
absolutely summable sequences. For ease of multiplication 
it is better to take 

In other words, we take :JC to be the set of power series 
with absolutely summable coefficients, which is isomorphic 
to II' Note that j(Z-I) is the usual z transform of the 
sequence {/;}. 

The ring :JC does not have the property that every finitely 
generated ideal is principal, as the following argument 
shows. Hence, not every element of the quotient field of :JC 
has a coprime factorization. 

First, suppose {a j } is a sequence of real numbers con
verging to 1 such that I IXj I < 1 for all i, and such that the 
sum ~~=0(1- a1) is finite. Then, we claim that there exists 
a sequence Un} in II such that j( a;) = 0 for all i and 
I( z) =1= 0 elsewhere.6 In fact, let 

j(z) = g(z )exp [-1 / (1- z )1 / 2] (2.3) 

where g(.) is the Blaschke product [29, p. 66] 

00 

j( ejrJ
) = ~ /"e jnrJ

• (2.5) 
n=O 

Since j( z*) = j*( z) where * denotes conjugation, it follows 
that In is real for all n. Also, since j( .) is C 2 ,fn = 0(1/ n 2) 
and hence Un} E 11 =:JC. 

Now we show that :JC is not a Bezout domain. Let {a;} 
{,8;} be two sequences in the open unit disk such that 1) 
a j,,8j are real for all i, 2) a j ~ 1, ,8j ~ I, 3) ~~0(1- a1) < 00, 
~~0(1- ,8j4) < 00, and 4) a j =I=,8j for all i, P As shown 
above, we can find II sequences {/,,}, {gn} such that {a;} is 
the zero set of j(.), {,8;} is the zero set of g(.). We show 
that I and g do not generate a principal ideal in :JC.8 To 
show this, assume the contrary; namely, that there exist 
hI'" ·,h5 in :JCsuch that 

h l (z)j(z)+h2(s)g(z)=h3(z), iflzl.,;;l (2.6) 

j(z)=h3(z)hiz), g(Z)=h3(Z)h5(Z), iflzl.,;;1. 

(2.7) 

Then h4 g = hsi, so that hi a;) = 0, h5(,8;) = 0, Vi. Also, 
since 

iflzl.,;;l (2.8) 

we have 

(2.9) 

If we let i ~ 00 in (2.9), we get h l(1)hil) = 1. However, 
hil) = lim j _ ooh4(a;) = 0, which is a contradiction. Hence, 
j and g do not generate a principal ideal, and :JC = II is not 
a Bezout domain. As a result, not every element of the 
quotient field of :JC has a coprime factorization. 

Example 2.2: In the study of continuous-time systems, a 
natural choice for :JC is the Banach algebra (t defined in 
[13]. The set (t consists of all distributions I( . ) of the form 

t~O 
(2.10) 

00 z - a . 
g( z ) = II 1 _ I. 

;=0 a;z 
(2.4) where 0.,;; to < tl < . .. , la{-}E LI and {/;} Ell' If we de

fine the norm of an element IE (t as 

Then I g( z) I .,;; I whenever I z I .,;; 1, and g( . ) is analytic over 
the open unit disk. Moreover, g(.) is continuous every
where on the unit circle except at z = 1. Now, because of 
the exponential term in (2.3), j( .) is continuous at z = I, 
and j(1) = O. Moreover, the exponential term in (2.3) ap
proaches zero as z ~ I faster than any term of the form 
l/(z -It for any n > O. With the aid of this and the 
convergence of ~~0(1- a1), one can verify that j(.) is 
twice continuously differentiable on the unit circle, includ
ing at z = 1. Consider now the harmonic series 

5Since '!fis commutative we need not distinguish between rcfs and 1cfs. 
6We are grateful to K. Davidson for this argument. 

00 00 

II Ie ) II a = 1 I la( t) I dt + ~ I/;I 
o ;=0 

(2.11) 

and define the product of two elements as their convolu
tion, then (t is a Banach algebra and satisfies all of the 
hypotheses we have imposed on :JC. Also, by the Paley
Wiener theorem [14, p. 150], the set of units of (t is 

(2.12) 

7Since (1 - ( 4 ) = (1- a)(1 + a + a 2 + ( 3 ),,;; 4(1- a) whenever 0,,;; a";; 
I, (3) is equivalent to };f=o(l- a i ) < 00 . 

8We are grateful to W. Rudin for this argument. 
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where i<.) denotes the Laplace transform of 1(,) and 
C + = {s: Re s ~ O}. In other words, 1 E &. has an inverse in 
&. if and only if its Laplace transform is bounded away 
from zero over C + . 

Now the set of distributions of the form 

00 

I(t)= ~ft8(t-iT), {/;}E/ I , T>O (2.13) 
i=O 

is a sub algebra of &. which is isomorphic to II' As we have 
already shown in Example 2.1, II is not .a Bezout domain. It 
is easy to adapt these arguments to show that &. is not a 
Bezout domain. Hence, not every element in the quotient 
field of &. has a coprime factorization. 

Example 2.3: In the study of two-dimensional digital 
filters, a natural choice for X is the set of real-valued 
sequences {ftj} such that 

00 00 

~ ~ Iftjl <00 (2.14) 
;=0 j=O 

and such that the two-dimensional z transform 

00 00 

j(ZI,Z2)= ~ ~ ftjz:z~ (2.15) 
;=0 j=O 

is a rational function of ZI' Z2' Note that every two-variable 
polynomial with real coefficients belongs to X. In other 
words, the ring R[zl' Z2] is a subset of X. 

Now consider the elements 

(2.16) 

One can use essentially the same arguments as in Example 
2.1 to show that the ideal in X generated by i and g is not 
principal. Assume by way of contradiction that there exist 
ii' gl' ii, b, h in X such that 

i=ilh, g=g)h 

iii+bg=h. 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

Thenilg= g.j, so thatil(0,z2)=0 for all Z2 ~O, gl(zl'O) 
= 0 for all Z I ~ O. Also, cancelling h in (2.18) gives 

ii(zl' Z2)iI(Z\, z2)+b(ZI' Z2)gI(Z., Z2) = 1. (2.19) 

Letting Z I --> 0, Z 2 --> 0 in (2.19) gives the desired contradic
tion. Hence, ZI / z2 has no coprime factorization. 

C. Coprime Factorizations 

As shown by the examples in Section II-B, several com
monly encountered rings in stability theory are not Bezout 
domains. In such cases it is of interest to identify some 
subring § of <ff such that every gE <ff has a coprime factori
zation, 'and more important every G E §n X m has both an ref 
as well as an Icf. Such a result is provided by Theorem 2.1 
below. We first state a preliminary lemma. 

Lemma 2.2: Suppose NE xn x m, DE xmXm, with 
det D ~ O. If there exists a unimodular matrix R E 
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x(n+m)X(n+m) such that 

(2.20) 

where On x m denotes the zero matrix of order n X m, then 
G = ND- I has an ref. ' 

Proof' Partition R as 

m 

R = [RII 
R21 

(2.21) 

Now (2.20) implies that 

R = RIID + R I2 N. (2.22) 

Since det R E~, S .:§:.R- I belongs to x(n+m) X (n+m). Parti
tion S as in (2.21). Then, since 

[D]=[SII SI2][T], 
N S21 S22 0 

(2.23) 

it follows that 

(2.24) 

Since det D ~ 0, it is clear that det T ~ 0 and det S II ~ O. 
Hence, G = ND- I = S2ISlil. Moreover, since RS= I(n+m)' 

(2.25) 

which shows that S21' SII are right-coprime. Hence, 
(S21' SII) is an ref of ND- I

• 0 
We now come to the main result. 
Theorem 2.1: Given X, suppose that there exists a sub

ring Xo of X and a subset 1 of Xo\O such that 
1) 1 is closed under mUltiplication (i.e., x E 1, y E 1 im

plies that xyE 1). 
2) Every factor in Xo of an element of 1 belongs to 1 

(i.e., xE X o, yE X o, xyE 1 implies that xE 1, yE 1). 
3) Whenever x E Xo and y E 1, the ideal in Xo generated 

by x and y is principal. 
Under these conditions the set of fractions §.:§:. {n / d, 
n E X o' dE 1} is a subring of <ff. Moreover, for every n, m, 
every element of §nXm has both an ref and an lef. 

Remarks: 
1) In the above theorem it is important to note that the 

hypotheses pertain to the" scalar" ring Xo and its subset 1, 
but the conclusions pertain to the matrix ring §n X m. 

2) Assumptions 1) and 2) imply that 1 is a saturated 
multiplicative system in Xo and that § is the corresponding 
local ring 1- IX O [28, p. 38]. Note that these assumptions 
are automatically satisfied if 1 is the complement of a 
prime ideal in XO' 

3) Combining Assumptions 2) and 3), one can prove the 
following. Whenever x t,' . " X k E Xo and y E 1, the ideal in 
Xo generated by XI' .. ,xk , Y is principal. 

Proof' In view of Assumption 1) it is immediate that § 
is a subring of <ff. 

To prove that every element of §n X m has an ref, let 
G E §n X m. Then G can be written as Xy-I, where XE x; x m, 
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Y E g. We will now show that there exists a matrix U E 
:J<:;6n+m) x (n+m) with det U = 1, such that 

u[Ylm] = [ T ]. 
X 0n x m 

(2.26) 

By Lemma 2.2 this is enough to show that G has an rcf. 
We will show that U can be constructed as a product of 

nm unimodular matrices U\1"", Unm ' and explicitly dem
onstrate UII ' The rest of the matrices U I2 ," " Unm can be 
constructed in an entirely analogous manner. 

By Assumption 3), Y and XII generate a principal ideal. 
Let rE:Jeo be a generator of this ideal. Then there exist 
p, q, a, bin :Jeo such that 

py+qX\1 =r 

y=ar, X\1 = br. 

By Assumption 2), rE g. Now note that 

aX\1 = by 

pa+qb=l 

and define 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

The proof that G also has an lef is entirely analogous 
and is left to the reader. 0 

As a corollary to Theorem 2.1 we have the following 
result, which is stated in [12] in a somewhat different form. 

Corollary 2.3: Suppose:Je is a Bewut domain. Then all 
finitely generated left ideals and right ideals in :JenXn are 
principal. 

D. Further Examples 

In this section we apply Theorem 2.1 to the rings of 
Examples 2.1 and 2.2. It appears that Theorem 2.1 is 
primarily useful in studying distributed (one-dimensional) 
systems; it does not appear to be very useful in studying 
multidimensional systems. 

Example 2.3: Let:Je = II' as in Example 2.1. To identify 
a subset § of the quotient field of :Je such that every 
fraction in § has a coprime factorization, we define 

:Jeo = {lE H: z .... j(rz} S:Je for some r > I} (2.33) 

g = {O}. (2.34) 

In effect, :Jeo consists of functions of the form 

col. 1 

p 

col. (m + I) 
q row 1 

-b 

Now det UII = 1 [because of (2.30)], and 

r 
----- 1 

O(m-I) X I 1 

-----1 
o 1 
h 

h .. ·h 

h .. ·h 

h 

hi'" h 

(2.32) 

where we use h as a generic symbol to indicatb some 
element of :Jeo. Thus, as a result of premultiplica.tion by 
UII ' a zero has been created in the (m + 1, 1) position. 
Since rE g, the procedure can be continued to create zeros 
in the first column in rows m + 1 to m + m. The same 
procedure can then be applied to all subsequent columns. 
In this way one can construct a matrix U such that (2.26) is 
true (and, in addition, T is upper triangular). It now 
follows from Lemma 2.2 that G has an ref. 

o 

a row (m+ I) 
(2.31) 

00 

j(z} = ~ /;Zi (2.35) 
i=O 

where the sequence {ri/;} is absolutely summable for some 
: r > 1. Every function in :Je is analytic over the open unit 
:disk; further, every function in :Jeo is analytic over the disk 
: I z I < r for some r > 1, and is hence analytic over the closed 
iunit disk. As a result, if jE:Jeo and gE :Jeo\O, both func
tions have only a finite number of isolated zeros of finite 
degree inside the closed unit disk. Hence, the gcd of j and g 
inside the closed unit disk is some polynomial q,( z), which 
belongs to :Jeo (since all polynomials belong to :Jeo)' So if 
iwe define 

I 
I gl(z}=g(z} / q,(z}, (2.36) 

then jl' g IE:Jeo have no common zeros in the closed unit 
disk and are coprime. Hence, q, is the gcd of j and g in :Je, 
and the ideal generated by f and g coincides with the ideal 
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generated by </>. In conclusion, every element j/g, where 
jE:Jeo and gE :Jeo\O, has a coprime factorization in :Je. 

In this example, we chose g = :Jeo\O to achieve the great
est possiple generality. However, from the point of view of 
well-posedness, it may be more natural to take 

(2 .37) 

Example 2.4: Let:Je =;:: (t, as in Example 2.2. In order to 
identify a subset of the quotient field of (t where every 
element has a coprime factorization, we must look for a 
subring :Jeo of (t and a subset g of :Jeo satisfying Assump
tions 1)-3) of Theorem 2.1. This is done in [6], although 
the point of view is· not the same as it is here. 

To relate the present approach to that of [6], we first 
define the set (t_, as follows: 

(t _ = {J( . ): the distribu tion t f-+ e oll( t ) E (t for some (7 > O} . 

(2.38) 

The set (t_ is a subring of (t, although «(t_, 11·11 (t) is not a 
Banach space. We take:Jeo = (t_ . Next we define 

g = {/( ' ) E (t_ : there exists an r> 0 such that 

inf 1](s)I>O}. (2.39) 
sEC+.ls l ;;" 

In effect, g consists of those distributions in (t whose 
Laplace transforms are "bounded away from zero-at infin
ity." Clearly, g satisfies Assumptions 1) and 2) of Theorem 
2.1. To verify the principal ideal property we begin by 
observing that whenever IE (t_, its Laplace transform] is 
analytic over some open half-plane Res> - (7, and hence 
over the closed right half-plane C +. Hence, all zeros of] in 
C+ are isolated and of finite order. Now, suppose that I 
actually belongs to g. Then all zeros of I in C + are in some 
compact subset of C + ' in view of (2.39). This means that, 
in fact, ] has only a finite number of zeros, each of finite 
order, in C+. Now let IE (t , gE g; in view of the pre
ceding discussion] and g h~ve only a finite number of 
common zeros, each of finite order, in C+. Let these be 
s I" •• , S n with mllltiplicities m I " •. , m n' and let </>( s) be the 
polynomial 

n 

</>(s)= II (s-s;)m i
• (2.40) 

;=1 

We now have the following. 
Proposition 2.1: Define 

A( _ A (s+lf 
II s) - I(s)· </>(s) , 

A ( ) _ A( ) (s + If 
g I S - g S • </>( s) . 

(2.41) 

Then II' glE (t_ and are coprime. Moreover, the ideal 
generated by I and g is the Slime as the principal ideal 
generated by h, where h(s) = </>(s)/ (s + It. 
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Proof" To make the idea clear, consider the simple 
case where </>(s)=(s-sot, where soEC+. Thus, both] 
and g have zeros of multiplicity at least n at so. First, we 
claim that . 

](s). s + 1 E & 
s-so -

(2.42) 

where &_ denotes the set of Laplace transforms of the 
elements of (t_. To prove (2.42) observe that 

](s). s+l =](s)+ (1+so) ](s). 
s - So s - So 

(2.43) 

Note that (l + so) is a number. Now by [6, Theorem 2.2], 

](s). (1+so) =/(so) +1,(s)=1,(s) 
s - So s - So p p 

(2.44) 

where f" E (t _. Observe also that 1" has a zero of order n - 1 
at so. Repeating the argument shows that ]I(S) = (s + 
lY/(s)/ (s - sotE (t_. The proof in the more general case 
where </>( s) is a product of several factors of the form 
(s - sJn i is now routine. Thus, we have established that 
II,gIE(t_. 

Next, we show that II' gl are coprime. Clearly, gl E g 
because gE g. Hence, by [6, Corollary 2.1], II and gl are 
coprime· provided ]1' g I have no common zeros in C + . 
From the definition of </>(s) and from (2.41), it follows that 
]1' g I have no common zeros in C +, and that II' g I are 
therefore coprime. 

Finally, we see from (2.41) that 

g(s) = gl(s )h(s). (2.45) 

Since II and gl are coprime, h is a gcd in (t of I and g; 
therefore, the ideal generated by I and g is the same as the 
ideal generated by h. 0 

The preceding discussion shows that every element of 
g = g-I(t_ has a coprime factorization in (t. This is exactly 
the algebra introduced in [6]. Moreover, in view of Theo
rem 2.1 every element of gn x m has both an rcf and an lef. 
This was proved in [7] using slightly different methods. 

III. STABILIZATION 

In this section we study the existence and characteriza
tion of the set of all compensators that stabilize a given 
plant. We also extend the concept of a "proper" plant and 
a "strictly proper" plant to an abstract setting and prove 
two very important and general results: 1) every strictly 
proper plant can be stabilized by a proper compensator; 2) 
all compensators that stabilize a strictly proper plant must 
be proper. Finally, we show that under slightly stronger 
assumptions almost all plants with an equal number of 
inputs and outputs can be stabilized by an appropriate 
compensator. We begin by reviewing feedback stability. 

Note that, throughout the rest of the paper, we use 8,n x m 
(resp. 8; Xm) to denote the set of all GE ~nXm that .have an 
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+ 

Fig. 1. Closed-loop system. 

ref (resp. an lef). Also, we use 8 nXm to denote 8r
nXm n8;Xm; 

i.e., 8 nXm consists of all GEqJnXm that have both an rcf 
and an lef. 

A. Closed-Loop Stability Revisited 

In this subsection we review the problem of the closed
loop stability of the system shown in Fig. 1. Suppose 
CEqJmxn, GEqJnxm, and that det(Im+CG)=det(In+ 
GC) =F O. Then the relation between Up U 2 ' e l , e2 can be 
expressed as 

-G(Im+CG}I-I' lUI]. 

(Im + CG) . u2 

(3.1) 

In (3.1) both (In + GC)-I and (Im + CG)-I occur, which is 
not very convenient. To avoid this we can either rewrite 
everything in terms of (In + GC)-I or in terms of (Im + 
CG) -I using standard matrix identities. This gives 

-(In+GC)-IG ]lu l ] 

Im-C(In+GC)-I G U 2 

(3.2) 

if we express everything in terms of (In + GC) -I, and 

- G(Im + CG}I-I] lUI] 
(Im + CG) u2 

(3.3) 

if we express everything in terms of (Im + CG)-I. Let us 
label the (n + m) X (n + m) matrix in (3.2) and (3.3) as H, 
and label its four submatrices as H II , H 12 , H21 , H 22 , 

respectively. We say that the pair (G, C) is stable if det(In 
+ GC) = det(Im + CG) =F 0, and HE :JC(n+m)X(n+m). We 
also say that C stabilizes G if (G, C) is stable. 

Lemma 3.1: Suppose G E 8r
nxm, CE 8,!,xn, and let 

(Np, Dp) be any ref of G, CDc, Nc) any lef of C. Under 
these conditions the pair (G, C) is stable if and only if 

A I = DcDp + NcNp 

is unimodular in :JC mXm.9 

(3.4) 

9Nqte that we do not have here t{ie tec!mical assumptions that 
(Np• D,.Dp) are right-coprime and that (DcDp , NJ are left-coprime, as in 
[8]. 

Proof" "If': Suppose Al is unimodular, so that AjlE 
:JC mXm. First, since det(Im+GC)=det[D;IAIDp-I], we 
see that det(Im + GC) =F O. Next it is easy to verify by 
direct substitution in (3.3) that 

(3.5) 

Since AjlE :JCmXm, it is immediate that HE :JC(n+m)X(n+m). 
"Only if': Suppose (G , C) is stable. lo Then by definition 

det(Im + CG) =F 0 and HE :JC(n+m) X(n+m). Moreover, if Al 
is defined by (3.4), then det AI = det[Dc(Im + CG)Dp'] =F 0, 
and Ajl is well defined in qJm Xm, where qJ is the quotient 
field of :JC. Also, H is given by (3.5). Now since HE 
:JC(n+m)X(n+m) and In E :JCn x n, it follows from (3.5) that 

I 
I -NpAj Nc 
I -DpAj Nc 

(3.6) 

Since Np, Dp are right-coprime a.t!d Nc' Dc are left-coprime, 
there exist matrices PE :JCm Xn P E :JCn Xm Q Q E :JCm Xm , c " c 

such that 

(3.7) 

Thus 

which shows that AI is unimodular. 0 
The analog of Lemma 3.1 for the case GE 8; xm, CE 

8r
mXn is obvious and need not be stated explicitly. 
Once we have the general characterization of feedback 

stability as given in Lemma 3.1 and its analog alluded to 
above, we can readily characterize all compensators C that 
stabilize a given plant G. The proof of Lemma 3.2 below is 
omitted, as it closely follows that of [8, Theorem 3].11 

Lemma 3.2: Suppose GE 8 nXm. Let (Np, Dp), (Dp, Np) 
be any ref and lef of G, and select matrices P, ft, Q, Q such 
that 

(3.8) 

Then CE 8'!'xn stabilizes G if and only if C has an lef 
(Dc, NJ with 

for some RE :JC mXn. 

(3 .9) 

CE 8r
mxn stabilizes G if and only if C has an rcf (Nc, DJ 

with 

for some SE :JC mXn. 

(3 .10) 

lOWe are grateful to C. Desoer for supplying this simple proof. 
II In [8], the authors only give the formula (3.9), but (3.10) is easily 

derivable using the same methods. 
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B. Existence and Properness of Stabilizing Compensators 

Suppose we are given a plant GEenXm. Select an ref 
(Np' Dp) and an lef (Dp, Np) of G, and matrices P, P, Q, Q 
such that (3.8) holds. Then the set of all CE er Xn that 
stabilize G is given by 

S/( G) = { (Q - RNp) - I (p + RDp): 

. REXmxnanddet(Q - RNp)=FO}. (3.11) 

In other words, we let R vary over all elements of xmXn 
such that det(Q - RNp) =F 0.: The set of all corresponding 
ratios (Q - RNp)- I(p + RDp) is precisely the set of all C 
in er Xn that stabilize G. The analogous result for CE e,mXn 
is as follows: the set of all CE e mXn that stabilize G is 
given by 

~,(G) = {(p + DpS)(Q- Npsfl: 

SE xm Xn and det (Q - NpS) =F o}. (3.12) 

from the point of view of compensator design, two types 
of questions arise. 1) given a plant G, what is the set of 
RExmXn such that det(Q-RNp)=FO? Is it a nonempty 
set; i.e., can G be stabilized by some compensator? 2) for 
what class of plants G can we find stabilizing compensators 
that are "proper"? (And what is meant by a "proper" 
compensator in a general ring theory setting?) We shall 
answer each type of question in turn. First, we show that in 
the scalar case every gE e can be stabilized by acE e. We 
also show that if X is a normed algebra, then the set of 
gE e nXm for which ~,(g) is nonempty (i.e., the ·set of 
gE e nXm that can be'stabilized) is an open, dense subset of 
e nXn. These results provide answers to the first set of 
questions. Next, we define the concepts of "proper" and 
"strictly proper" plants in the abstract ring-theoretic set
ting, and prove two results: 1) every strictly proper plant 
can be stabilized by a proper compensator, and 2) all 
compensators that stabilize a strictly proper plant are 
proper. 

Proposition 3.1: Corresponding to every gE e there ex
ists a cE e that stabilizes g. 

Proof' In the scalar case there is no distinction be
tween lefs and rcf s. Thus, given gEe, let (n p' d p) be any 
coprime factorization of g, and select p, q in X such that 

(3.13) 

It is clear from (3.13) that n p and q cannot both be zero. 
Now if q = 0, let r = 1, while if q =F 0, let r = 0. In this way 
it is always possible to select rE X such that q - rn p =F 0. 
For this choice of r, the compensator c=(p+rdp)/ (q
rn p) is well defined and stabilizes g. 0 

Proposition 3.2: Consider the case m = n, and suppose 
X is a normed algebra. Suppose G E e nXm and that det G 
=F 0. Then there exists CE e7xm (resp. a CE e,n Xm) that 
stabilizes G. 

Proof' Let (Dp, Np), (Np' Dp) be any ref and lef of G, 
and select P, Q, P, Q to satisfy (3.8). Since det G =F 0, it 
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follows that d~t Np =F 0, det Np =F 0. Now consider the 
quantity Q - RNp with R = 'Aln , where 'A is a real number. 
Since 

(3.14) 

and since det Np =F 0, we have that det(Q - 'ANp) * ° for 
sufficiently large 'A . Hence, for sufficiently large 'A, C = (Q 
- 'ANp)-I(P+'ADo) is well defined, belongs t~e7x n, and 
stabilizes G. The existence of a stabilizing CE e,n Xn is 
proved in the same way. 0 

Although we have not yet talked about topology, the 
next result logically belongs here, so we state it now. The 
proof is immediate from Lemma 4.2. 

Proposition 3.3: Suppose X is a normed algebra, and 
consider the set cn Xn with the topology of Definition 4.1. 
Then the set of G E e nXn such that det G =F 0. (in which 
case G can be stabilized) is open and dense in e nXn. 

N ow we come to a study of "proper" compensators for 
"strictly proper" plants. In the case of rational transfer 
functions, we say that g(s) is prbper (strictly proper) if the 
degree of the denOIninator polynOInial of g(s) is greater 
than or equal to (greater than) the degree of the numerator 
polynomial of g(s). Equivalently, g(s) is proper (strictly 
proper) if g( 00) is finite (zero). This "s planeh definition 
tends to obscure the fact that one can define the concepts 
of a proper and strictly proper plant in an abstract ring
theoretic setting. 

Definition 3.1: Given the ring X, let % be an ideal l2 in 
X, % =F X. We define 

01 = {g E <?f: g = n / d for some n EX, dE X \ %} . 

(3.15) 

~01 = {gE <?f: g = n /d for some n E %, dE X\%}. 

(3.16) 

We shall say that gE <?f is proper if gE 01, strictly proper if 
gE ~01. 

We digre~s briefly to show that the above definitions are 
consistent with conventional usage. Suppose we wish to 
study the case where <?f is the set of all rational functions. 
Then <?f is the quotient field associated with the rin~ X of 
proper stable rational functions. 13 (That is, h( s) = 
p(s)jq(s) belongs to X if and only if deg P'';;; deg q, and all 
zeros of q have negative real parts.) Now let % denote the 
set of all strictly proper elements in X (i.e., % is the set of 
strictly proper stable functions). Then % is an ideal in X , 
and % is not all of X. Also, j(S)E X\% if and only if 
j( 00) =F 0; i.e., the relative degree of the rational function j 
is zero. Now, given an arbitrary rational function f(s) = 
p(s)/q(s), let a=degp, p=degq, y=max{a,p}, and 
write I 

12 Recall that :JC is an ideal in % if :JC is a subring of %, and if xy E :JC 
whenever x E :JC and y E %. :JC is a proper ideal in %, since :JC is not all of 
%. However, to avoid confusion we shall simply call :JC an ideal in %, it 
bein.K understood that :JC is not all of %. The ideal :JC is prime if x E %, 
yE %, and xyE:JC implies that either xE:JC or yE:JC. 

13In this paragraph quantities with ,-, denote rational functions, and 
those without denote polynomials. 
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f(s) = p(s )/(s + IV 
q(s )/(s + IV 

(3.17) 

Then f(s)E 0' (resp. S<?) if a";;;'f3 (resp. a<f3). Conversely, 
suppos~ f(s) = n(s)/ d(s) E 0' (resp. S0'). Then f( (0) = 
n(oo)/d(oo) is finite so that f(s) is proper in the usual 
sense (resp. f(oo)=O, so that f(s) is strictly proper in the 
usual sense). 

Lemma 3.3: Suppose % is a prime ideal in X. Then 
both 0' and S0' are subrings of <if. 

Proof" If % is a prime ideal, then X \ % is closed under 
multiplication. D 

In what follows it is assumed that % is an ideal in X and 
that % is not all of X. A few results require % to be a 
prime ideal, in which case this is stated explicitly. 

We now state a lemma that is used repeatedly in the 
sequel. 

Lemma 3.4: Suppose Q E X n x n, det Q E X \ % and ME 
%nXn. Then det(Q + M)E X\%. 

Proof: By definition, we have 

n 

det(Q+M)=~sign(lf» II (Q+M)i,</>(i) (3.18) 
</> i=l 

where If> denotes a permutation of {I,. . " n} and the sum
mation is over all permutations. Now, note that 

where r</> is some element of %.14 Hence 

=detQ+r, where rE %. (3.19) 

Since det Q E X \ % and % is a subring, we see that det (Q 
+M)EX\%. D 

Definition 4.2: An ref (N, D) of an element GE e nXm is 
said to be strictly proper if NE %nXm. ' 

Lemma 3.5: Suppose (N, D) is a strictly proper ref of 
GEe,nXm. Then detDEX\%. 

Proof" Since (N, ,D) is right-coprime, there exist P, Q 
such that " 

PN+QD=lm· (3.20) 

Hence, QD=lm-PN ~nd det(Im-PN)=det,Q·detD. 
Now, detIm = IE X\%, ~nd PNE %mXn sinae NE %nXm. 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.4 it fol.1ows that det(Im - PN)E X 
\%. Hence, det QE X \% and det DE X \%, since both are 
factors of det(Im ~ PN). D 

Lemma 3.6: Suppose G E e,nxm has a strictly proper ref 
(N, D). Then, GE S0'nXm. 

14The reasoning is as ~?llows. Con~de~ a product IIi=l(a i .+ bi) ?,here 
biE% for alII. Then IIi=l(ai+bi)-IIi=lai+~ products lllvolvlllg at 
least one of the b;'s = IIi= lai + an element of %. 

Proof" We have G=ND- 1 =N·AdjD·(detD)-1 
Since det ~E X\% by Lemma 3.5 and N·Adj DE %nxm, 
the conclusIOn follows. D 

The lef analogs of Definition 4.2 and Lemmas 3.5 and 
3.6 are obvious and need not be stated explicitly. 

Lemma 3.6 and its lef analog show that if G has a strictly 
proper ref or lef, then every element of G must be strictly 
proper. The converse may not always be true; i.e., even if 
G E S 0' n x m, it may not have a strictly proper ref or lef. 
However, in the important special case where X is the set 
of proper stable rational functions and <if is the set of 
rational functions, every G E S0'nXm has both a strictly 
proper lef and a strictly proper ref. This is a consequence 
of the next result. 

Lemma 3.7: Suppose X is a Bezout domain, and let % 
be a proper prime ideal in X. Then every G E S 0' n x m has 
both a strictly proper lef and a strictly proper ref. 

The proof is long but straightforward, based on Lemma 
2.2 It is omitted here in the interests of brevity and can be 
found in [28]. 

We now come to the important result in this regard. 
Theorem 4.1: Suppose GE e mXn has both a strictly 

proper ref and a strictly proper lef. Then there exists a 
proper compensator C that stabilizes G. Moreover, every 
compensator CE e,nXmUe7xm that stabilizes G must be 
proper. 

Proof: Let (Np' Dp), (Dp, Np) be a strictly proper ref 
and lef of G, and select P, Q, P, Q such that (3.8) is 
satisfied. Then, as shown in the proof of Lemma 4.2 we 
have det Q EX \%. Next, by Lemma 3.4 it follows that 
det( Q - RNp) EX \% for all R E_ X mXn. In particular, since 
o E %, we see that det(Q - RNp) * 0 for all R E xmXn. 
Hence, we can simplify (3.ll) to 

S/( G) = {(Q - RNpfl(p + RDp): RE xmxn} 

(3.21 ) 

which is certainly nonempty. Next, since det(Q - RN )E 
X\%, it follows as_ in the proo~ of Lemma 3.6 that e~ery 
element of (Q - RNp)-I(p + RD ) is proper. Hence, S (G) 
is a subset of 0'mxn._ Using entiiely parallel reasonin~ we 
can show that det(Q - NpS)E X\% for every SE xmXn, 
so that 

S,(G) = {(p + Dpsfl(Q - NpS): SE xnxm}. 

(3.22) 

As before, S,( G) is nonempty and is a subset of 0'mXn. 
Note that S/(G)US,(G) is the complete set of compensa
tors having either an ref or an lef that stabilizes G. Since 
this is a subset of 0'mxn, the theorem is proved. D 

Note that, in the process of proving Theorem 4.1 we 
have also derived the useful characterizations (3.21) and 
(3.22), which do not contain the "nonsingularity" con
straint found in (3.11) and (3.12). 

Suppose now that G is strictly proper and stable; i.e., 
suppose GE %nxm. Then (G, 1m) is an ref of G because 
(3.8) is satisfied with P = 0, Q = 1m. Similarly, (In' G) is an 
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lef of G since (3.8) is satisfied with P = 0, Q = In' Thus 

(3.23) 

is the set of all compensators in 2'('xn that stabilize G, and 

(3.24) 

is the set of all compensators in etXn that stabilize G. The 
expressions (3.23) and (3.24) are generalizations of some 
classical results in [19] and recent results in [20]. Note that 
if X is a Bezout domain (which it is in the case of rational 
transfer functions), then e;xn = e,;,xn = qymXn. 

As an application of the general notions of properness 
and strict propernes~ introduced here, we consider the 
stabilization of a 2-D digital filter. Let the plant g be 
described by its transfer function 

00 00 

g(zl' z2) = ~ ~ gijz:z~ (3 .25) 
i=Oj=O 

and suppose 

(3.26) 

where nand d are polynomials without common zeros in 
the unit bidisk D2={(ZI,z2): IZII~l, IZ21~1}. Under 
these conditions [30] there exist polynomials P(ZI' z2) and 
q(zl' z2) such that 

(3.27) 

To apply Theorem 4.1, let X = II(Z~), the set of two 
variable power series with absolutely summable coefficient 
sequences, and observe that X contains all two variable 
polynomials. Thus (n, d) is a coprime factorization of g in 
X, and it follows from Lemma 3.2 that c stabilizes g if and 
only if 

for some rE X. Now, suppose g(.,.) has a zero at (zIO' z20)' 
The set 

(3.29) 

is a prime ideal in X. Moreover, a compensator c is proper 
if and only if c does not have a pole at (zlO' Z20)' (Note 
that our assumptions on g preclude c having any essential 
singularities of the second kind in D2.) Thus, by Theorem 
4.1, if c stabilizes g, then c does not have a pole at 
(zlO' Z20)' Since this argument can be repeated for every 
zero of g, we conclude that if c stabilizes g, then the pole 
set of c and the zero set of g are disjoint. 

IV. ,TOPOLOGY 

Recall that ernXm(e;xm) denotes the subset of qynxm 
consisting of those F that have an ref (lcf), andenxm = 
enXmnenXm denotes the sUDset of qyn x m consisting of 

r I 
those F that have both an ref and an lef. Our objective in 
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this section is to define a suitable topology on each of the 
sets e nXm e nXm and e nXm We introduce such a topology r ' I' . 
and show that it is the weakest topology in which feedback 
stability is a robust property. In order to do this it is first 
necessary to characterize closed-loop stability in a slightly 
different manner from Section III. 

A. Closed-Loop Stability 

Consider again the system shown in Fig. 1 where G E 
qynxm and CE qym Xn. Suppose det(In + GC) =J= O. Then the 
relation between u l , u2 , e l , e2 can be expressed as 

- GUm + C~)I-Ij [ulj. 
Um + CG) u2 

(4.1) 

Let us denote the (n + m)X(n + m) matrix in (4.1) by H. 
Recall from Section III that the pair (G, C) is stable if 
det(In + GC) = det(Im + CG) =1='0, and HE x(n+m) X(n+m). 

Let us now define R E qy(n+m) X(n+m) and K E 
x(n+m) X(n+m) by 

R=[~ (4.2) 

One can verify that det(In+m + KR) = det(In + GC) = 
det(Im + CG). Hence, if det(In + GC) =J= 0, then H = (In+m 
+ KR) - I. Thus, the pair (G, C) is stable if and only if 
(In+m + KR)-I is well defined and belongs to 
x(n+m!X(n+m). 

To simplify notation let p denote n + m. 
Theorem 4.1: Suppose (G,C) is stable. Then REe pxp. 
Remarks: The point of the theorem is that if the pair 

(G, C) is stable, then the matrix R defined by (4.2) must 
have both an ref and an lef. It would be nice if one could 
conclude that G and C indiVidually had both an ref and an 
lef, but this seems to require further investigation. 

Proof' Since (G,C) is stable, H=(Ip+KR)-I E 
Xp xP. Note that detK=l so that K-IEXPxP. Since 

M= R(Ip + KR)-I = K-I(I - H) (4.3) 

we see that ME XpxP. Next, 

Ip - KM=Ip - KR(Ip + KR)-I = (Ip + KR)-I (4.4) 

so that det(Ip - KM) =J= O. Also, it follows from (4.3) that 
R=M(Ip-KM)-I. Now let N=M, D=Ip-KM. We 
claim that (N,D) is an ref of R. Clearly, R=ND- I. 
Further, (N, D) is right-coprime because 

KN + IpD = KM + Ip - KM= Ip. (4.5) 

Hence, RE e: xp. In the same way it can be shown that R . 
can also be written as (Ip - MK)-IM, and that (Ip
MK, M) is an lef of R. Hence, RE erp. 0 

Note that Theorem 4.1 is an abstract version of [3, 
Theorem 1]. 
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B. Topology 

Throughout the rest of this section we assume that X is 
in fact a topological ring; i.e., that there is a given 
Hausdorff topology on X, and that addition and multipli
cation are continuous in this topology. We also assume 
that ~ (the set of units of X) is an open subset of X, and 
that the map u ..... u- I of ~ onto ~ is continuous. ls Once we 
are given the topology of X, there is a natural product 
topology on xn X m. The collection of sets 

. (4.6) 

is a base for this product topology. 
Recall that 8 Pxp is the set of matrices in 'fjp xp that have 

both an ref as well as an lcf. Now define 

2> = {ME 'fjp xp: M(Ip + KM) -I E Xpxp} (4 .7) 

where K is defined in (4.2). We now study the problem of 
defining a topology on 8 PxP. While it may be of some 
interest to define a topology on all of 'fjp xp (and not just 
8 Pxp), we believe that 8 Pxp is a sufficiently large set for 
our purposes. As a matter of fact, it is actually enough to 
define a topology on the set of 2> (which is a subset of 
8 pxp) because Theorem 4.1 shows that a pair (G, C) is 
stable if and only if the corresponding matrix R belongs to 
2>. However, it turns out that the topology on 2> involves 
coprime factorizations, so that we get also a topology on 
8 Pxp in the process. 

Rather than define a topology on 8 Pxp arbitrarily, we 
postulate some requirements on the topology, and then 
derive the weakest possible topology that meets these re
quirements. 16 We require that, with the given topology 

Rl) 2> is an open subset of 8 PxP. 
R2) The function M ..... M(Ip + KM)-I from 2> into 

Xp xp is continuous. 
R3) The topology on 8 pxp is an extension of that on 

Xp xp. 

Before we present the topology, a few comments are in 
order concerning these requirements. 

1) Condition R2) means that if (G, C) is a stable pair, 
then (G, C) is also a stable pair whenever (G, C) belongs to 
a suitable neighborhood of (G,C);_moreover, the resulting 
closed-loop response H is "near" H. 

2) Since Xpxp is a subset of 8 Pxp, the desirability of 
condition R3) is obvious. 

Lemma 4.1: Definej: 2> ..... Xp xp by 

f(M)=M(Ip+KM)-I, VME2> (4.8) 

ISThe assumption that ~ is open precludes X being chosen as the ring 
of polynomials; however, we can choose X as the set of power series with 
absolutely summable coefficient sequences. 

16Given two topologies 51 and 52 on Xp xP, we say that 51 is weaker 
than 52 if 51 is a subcollection of 52 . 

and define a topology <5'1 on 2> as follows: a subset 2> I of 2> 
is open if and only if 2> I is the preimage under f of an open 
subset of Xp xp. Then <5'1 is the weakest topology on 2> in 
which f is continuous. 

The proof is omitted as it is standarq [21]. 
Now we give an explicit description of the topology. 
Definition 4.1: Define a topology <5' on 8 Pxp as follows. 

Given ME 8 pxp, let (N, D) be any ref on M, and define a 
neighborhood of M as the set of all ratios NID I I, where 
NI, DI belong to neighborhoods of Nand D, respectively. 
Define a set ~ in 8 Pxp to be open if and only if it is an 
arbitrary union of finite intersections of neighborhoods. 

Lemma 4.2: The topology <5' of Definition 4.1 is an 
extension of the topology <5'1 on 2>. Also, <5' satisfies condi
tions Rl) to R3) and is the weakest topology on 2> in which 
R2 is satisfied. 

Proof: The first sentence states that the topologies <5' 
and <5'1 coincide on 2>. We prove this by establishing two 
things: 1) whenever CVL is an open subset of Xp xp and 
ME rl(CVL), rl(CVL) contains a T-neighborhood of M. 
(This shows that <5'1 is weaker ' than <5'1 on 2», and 2) 
whenever <1) is a <5'-open subset of <5' and ME <1), <1) contains 
the preimage under f of an open subset of Xp xp containing 
f(M) . (This shows that <5' is weaker than <5'1 on 2>.) 

To prove 1), suppose CVL is an open subset of Xp xP, that 
MErl(CVL), and let S=f(M)=M(Ip+KM)-I. We 
must show that there is aT-neighborhood <1) of M, such 
that f(M)ECVL whenever ME <1). We do this as follows. 
Since ME 2> and 2> is a subset of 8, M has an ref (N, D). 
Moreover, it is easy to show as in [3, Theorem I] that 
M(Ip+KM)-IEXPXP, if and only if (D+KN)-I E 
Xp xP; i.e., if and only if D + KN is unimodular. Finally, in 
such a case, S= M(Ip + KM)-I =N(D+ KN)-I. Now by 
assumption the set of units ~ in X is open, which implies 
that the set of unimodular matrices 621 in Xp xp is open. 
Moreover, since the map x ..... X-I of ~ onto itself is as
sumed to be continuous, it follows that the map U ..... U- I 
of 621 onto itself is also continuous. In view of this it is 
immediate that there exist neighborhoods CVL1(N), CVLiD) 
such that I) D + KN is unimodular whenever NE CVLI(N), 
DECVLiD), and 2) N(D + KN)-I E CVL whenever NE 
CVLI(N), DE CVLiD). Thus, whenever M= ND- 1 with NE 
CVLI(N), DECVLiD), we have f(M)ECVL. Thus, the re
quired <5'-neighborhood of M is given by 

<1)(M) = {M: M= ND- I, NE CVLI(N), DE CVL2(D)}. 

(4.9) 

To prove 2), suppose that <1) is a <5'-open subset of <5' and 
that ME <1). By definition there exists an ref (N, D) of M 
and neighborhoods <1)(N) and <1)(D) in Xp xp such that 

<1)(M) = {NIDI I: NIE <1)(N), DI E <1)(D)} C <1). 

(4.10) 

Let S=f(M)=M(Ip+KM)-I. Then (S,I-KS) is an 
ref of M. Moreover, by [8, p. 401, Property 2] there exists a 
PEXPxp such that P-IEXp xp, and N=SP, D=(Ip-
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KS)P. Now find a neighborhood 0D(S) in X pxp such that 
0D(S)P C 0D(N), Up - K0D(S))P C 0D(D). Then 

rl(0D(S)) = {s( Ip - KS)-I, 'fISE 0D(S)} 

= {SP[(Ip - KS)P] -I, 'fISE 0D(S)} 

C 0D(M) C 0D. (4 .11) 

Next it follows from Lemma 4.1 that 5 satisfies condi
tions Rl) and R2), and that 5 is the weakest topology on ~ 
satisfying R2). To prove that the 5-topology on epxp 

(viewed as a subset of ,](pxp) is the same as the original 
topology on X pxP, we observe that if HE X pxP , then 
(H, Ip) is an rcf of H. The rest of the argument is left to 
the reader. 0 

Up to now we have defined a topology on the set epxp 

where p = n + m, and have shown that it is the weakest 
topology on epxp such that the map M -> MUp + KM)-I 
is continuous wherever it is defined. However, what we are 
really interested in is a topology on the subsystems G and 
C and not just a topology on the set of matrices R = 
diag{C,G}. 

We begin by observing that we can define the topology 
of Definition 4.1 on a set enXm even if n =1= m. Let us label 
this topology as 5; then it is clear what we mean by the 
topological spaces (enXm, 5) and (e mXn, 5). 

Next let us define 

Lemma 4.3: 01, is a subset of epxp. 
Proof" Let (Nc , Dc), (No Dd be rcf's of G and C, 

and let (Dc, Nd, (Dc, Nd be lefs of G and C. Then 

(4.13) 

are an ref and an lef of R. Hence, 01, C epxp. 0 
The set 01, can be identified with the Cartesian product 

emXn X enXm in an obvious way and can be given the 
product topology. In this product topology a neighborhood 
of R E 01, is given by 

. 0D(R)={R=[~ ~],CE0D(C),GE0D(G)} 
(4.14) 

where 0D( C) and 0D( G) are neighborhoods of C and G in 
(e mxn,5) and (enxm,5), respectively. In view of the 
proof of Lemina 4.3, the next result is obvious. 

Lemma 4.4: The product topology on 01, is the same as 
its relative topology obtained by viewing 01, as a subset of 
epxp. 

We are now in a position to combine Lemmas 4.2 and 
4.4, and state the main result of this section. 
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Theorem 4.1: Consider the system of Fig. 1, where CE 
emXn, GE enXm. 

Under these conditions 
1) if we equip emXn and enXm with the topology of 

Definition 4.1, then the map (C,G)-> H [cf (4.1)] is con
tinuous wherever it is defined, and 

2) the topology of Definition 4.1 on the product space is 
the weakest topology such that the map (C, G) -> H is 
continuous wherever it is defined. 

Theorem 4.1 implies that if we wish to design a stabiliz
ing compensator for a plant G, we must know approxi
mately an ref of G. Suppose we are given a nominal plant 
description G, based on which we design a nominal com
pensator C. Then the actual system will continue to be 
stable as long as the actual G and C are sufficiently closed 
to G and C in the sense of the topology of Definition 4.1, 
and moreover, the actual closed-loop transfer matrix H will 
be close to its nominal value. . 

C. Properties of the Topology 

In this subsection we explore some of the properties of 
the topology defined in Section IV-B. In particular, we 
show that one can use either rcfs or lef's in defining the. 
topology, and that multiplication and division are not 
necessarily continuous in this topology. 

In Definition 4.117 a neighborhood of ME enxm is de
fined to be the set of all ratios NIDII, where N I , DI are in 
some neighborhoods of Nand D, and (N, D) is an rcf of 
M. The choice of an ref in Definition 4.1 (rather than an 
lef) may appear to be arbitrary. We can define an alternate 
topology on enXm as follows: given ME enXm, a left 
neighborhood of M is the set of all ratios DIINI, where 
NI, DI belong to neighborhoods of N, D, and (D, N) is an 
lef of M. The left topology on enXm consists of the collec
tion of arbitrary unions of finite intersections of left 
neighborhoods. The objective now is to show that the left 
topology on enXm coincides with that of Definition 4.1. In 
order to do this, we require the concept of a doubly 
coprime factorization, introduced in [7], [22]. 

Lemma 4.5 [7], [22]: Suppose ME enXm, and let 
(N, D),(D, N) be any rcf and lef of M . Then there exist 
PE x mXn, QE x mxm, PPE xm x n, and QE xnXn such 
that 

PN+QD=Im 

NP+DQ=I" 

PQ=QP. 

(4.15a) 

(4.15b) 

(4.15c) 

Proof" Given the pair (N, D) and (D, N), find 
P, Q, PI' QI such that 

Now define 

PN+QD=Im 

NPI + DQI = In' 

(4.l6a) 

(4.16b) 

17Actually, Definition 4.1 is stated for the case n = m = p, but the 
extension to the case n =1= m is obvious. 
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(4.17) 

and observe that 

I I ~U. (4.18) -QP +PQ-] 

1m 

Since det U = 1 from (4.18), and since E is a left divisor of 
the unimodular matrix U, it follows that E is itself unimod
ular. Let 

(4.19) 

Then it follows from (4.18) and (4.19) that 

E[
DN -p] Q =In+ m (4.20) 

which implies (4.15). 0 
The next result shows that the topology of Definition 4.1 

(which may be called the right topology) and the left 
topology on ep x p coincide. Strictly speaking it only proves 
that the right topology on ep x p is stronger than the left 
topology on ep x p

. However, the converse is proved in an 
entirely analogous fashion. 

Lemma 4.6: Suppose ME ep x p
, and let (N, D), (D, N) 

be any ref and lef of M. Under these conditions there exist 
neighborhoods 0D(N), 0D(D) in :J(p x p such that, whenever 
NL E GJJ(N) ~d DI E 0D(D), MI ~ NIDi ~ has an lef 
(DI(NI, D I ), NI(NI, D I)) such that DI and NI are continu
ous functions of (NI' D I ), and such that DI(N, D) = D, 
NiN,D)=N. 

Proof" Given (N, D), (D, N), select P, Q, P, Q to 
satisfy (4.15). Now consider the matrix 

(4.21) 

Note that detCI(N, D)E~. Since ~ is an open set and 
since the determinant of a matrix is a continuous function 
of its elements, there exist neighborhoods GJJ(N), 0D(D) 
such that detCI(NI,DI)E~ whenever NIEGJJ(N), DIE 
0D(D). Let E(NI' D I) = [CI(NI, DI)]-I , and partition this 
inverse as 

(4.22) 

where all elements are continuous functions of (NI' D I). 
Then D" NI are the required functions. 0 

Now that the topology on en X m has been defined, we 
examine what convergence in this topology means. Recall 
that a sequence {M;} in en X m converges to ME enXm if 
and only if every neighborhood of M contains all but a 
finite number of terms in the sequence {M;}. Thus, apply
ing Definition 4.1 we see that a sequence {M;} in enXm 

converges to ME en X m if and only if the following is true: 

given any rcf (N, D) of N, there exist rcfs (N;, DJ of M; 
such that N; ..... N in x

n x m
, D; ..... Din xm X n. 

However, a further simplification is possible if we make 
use of the uniqueness of rcfs to within a unimodular 
factor. 

Lemma 4.7: A sequence {M;} in enXm converges to 
ME en X m if and only if either of the following equivalent 
statements is true. 

1) There exists an ref (N, D) of M and right fractional 
repre~nta.!i.ons (if;, 5;) of M; such that if; ..... N in xmXm 

and D; ..... Din xm X m. 

2) There exists an lef (D, N) of M and left fractional 
representations (D;, NJ of M; such that fJ; ..... N in xnXm 

and D; ..... D in xn X n. 

Proof" We only prove that convergence in en X m is 
equivalent to 1); the equivalence of I) and 2) follows from 
Lemma 4.6. 

We begin by establishing that if F1; ..... N, 5; ..... D and 
(N, D) is right-coprime, then (if;, 5;) is also right-coprime 
for sufficiently large i so that if;, 15;) is actually an rcf of M; 
for sufficiently large i. Select PE x m x n

, QE xm X m such 
that 

PN+QD=lm • (4.23) 

Then 

pif; + Q5; = 1m + p(if; - N)+ Q(5; - D) = F;, say. 

(4.24) 

Since addition and multiplication on X are continuous and 
since ~ is an open subset of X, we see that det F; E ~ for 
sufficiently large i; i.e., that F;-' EX m X n for sufficiently 
large i. Hence 

F-1pN + F - 1QD. = I for sufficiently large i 
I I I I m 

(4.25) 

so that (N;,5;) is right-coprime for sufficiently large i. 
Since a finite number of terms from a sequence can be 
discarded without effect~g i!.s limit, we can assume without 
loss of generality that (N;, DJ is an ref of M;. 

lt is clear that if {M;} converges to M in en x m
, then I) is 

true. To prove the reverse implication, let (N, D) be any ref 
of M . '[!len ~ere exists a PE ~m such that N = NP, D = DP; 
also (N;P, D;P) is an rcf of M; . Since multiplication on 

x - - -xm m is continuous, N;p ..... NP = N, DiP ..... DP = D as 
i ..... 00. Thus {M;} converges to M. 0 

We conclude this section by studying some properties of 
the map (N, D) ..... ND-'. To keep the exposition simple we 
restrict ourselves to the scalar case, but the extensions to 
the matrix case are readily apparent. Thus, let OJ denote the 
quotient field of X, and let e denote the subset of OJ 
consisting of those elements that have coprime factoriza
tions. 

Definition 4.2: We define 17: Xx(X \0) ..... OJ by 17(n, d) 
=n/d. 

Lemma 4.8: Suppose GI.1 is an open subset of Xx(X \0), 
and that 17(GI.1) C e. Then 17(GI.1) is open in e. 
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Proof" Since the subbase for the topology on econ
sists of images under '!T of open sets in Xx(JC \0), result 
follows immediately. 0 

Lemma 4.9: In general, '!T is not a contiilUous map. 
Proof" We show this by example. Let X = @', the 

Banach algebra of Example 2.2, and let OJ denote the 
quotient field of X. Let e denote the subset of OJ consisting 
of elements that have a coprime factorization in X. For the 
sake of convenience we represent elements of X by their 
Laplace transforms. Now suppose 

_ s -1+ ( 
n«(s) = s + 1 ' 

-() s-l 
.d( s = s + 1 . 

Then 

( - d-)"'-() s-l+( '!T n(, ( =g( s = s-l 

'!T( no; do) ~go(S) = 1. 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

As can be easily verified, g(E e for all £. Now, as (-> 0, 
n( -> no and d( -> do in the topology of X. However, we 
claim that g( does not converge to go in the topology on e. 
To see this, observe that (1, 1) is an ref of go, and define the 
ball BO , 1) as the ball of elements whose distance from the 
unit element of X is less than one; note that every element 
of BO, 1) is invertible, i.e., B(l, 1) ~~. Now we claim that 
whenever (=F 0, g( does not have a coprime factorization 
(n(, dl) with fl(E B(l, 1), d(E BP, 1), d(E B(1, 1); if it did, 
then d(E i implies that g( = fl .. d-; IE X, and clearly g( fl. X 
whenever ( =F 0. 0 

Since the mapping '!Tis not, in general, continuous, it 
follows that addition and multiplication on the set e are 
not, in general, continuous; i.e., e cannot, in general, be 
imbedded in a topological ring. However, this observation 
should not be too surprising. Every engineer knows that a 
plant with an imperfect pole-zero cancellation (such as g() 
may not be stabilized by a controller that stabilizes a plant 
with a perfect pole-zero cancellation (such as go). Thus, 
there is no reason to expect g( to converge to go' On the 
other hand, note that whenever /3 =1= 0, the family 

converges to 

s-l-( 
g( ,8(S)= s-I - /3 

s-l 
go. 8( s ) = s - 1 - /3 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

as t: -> 0, in the chosen topology on e. This, too, is reason
able because both g( 8 and go 8 have imperfect pole-zero 
cancellations, which' would be stabilized in the same 
manner. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have given fairly complete results 
concerning various algebraic and topological aspects of 
feedback stabilization. These results extend in a significant 
way the previously known results on this subject and 
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appear to present some promising avenues for future re
search. In particular, it is of interest to determine various 
classes of plants for which stabilizing compensators can be 
shown to exist. One can also investigate feedback stabiliza
tion in the case where the outputs to be regulated are not 
necessarily the outputs available to be fed back.' This is 
done for the rational case in [23], [24]. Another open 
problem is to show that both G and F must have both rcfs 
and 1cfs in order for the feedback system (4.1) to be stable. 

An important special case of the results given here arises 
when X is the set of proper stable rational functions. This 
case is studied in detail [25]. 

One of the useful applications of a topology for unstable 
plants is to the robust servo problem. This is studied in 
[25]. 

Much of the contents of Sections III and, IV can be 
extended to encompass nonlinear systems, in which case X 
is not a ring, but is left-distributive algebra. This is done in 
[26]. 

In this paper we represent linear systems by their 
input-output map without worrying about the internal 
(e.g., state variable) representation. Such representations 
might not exist for the general class of systems studied ' 
here. 
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